Three-dimensional analysis of cerebellar terminals and their postsynaptic components in the ventral lateral nucleus of the cat thalamus.
Relationships among cerebellar terminals (CTs), dendrites of thalamocortical projection neurons (TCNs), and dendrites of local circuit neurons in the ventral lateral nucleus of the cat thalamus were analyzed quantitatively by observing several series of serial ultrathin sections and by using a computer-assisted program for the three-dimensional reconstruction from serial ultrathin sections. In pentobarbital-anesthetized cats, CTs were labeled either by injections of wheat germ agglutinin conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) into the cerebellar nuclei or by intra-axonal injection of HRP after electrophysiological identification. By using two series of 133 and 73 serial sections, mutual relationships between 43 WGA-HRP-labeled CTs and their postsynaptic structures were analyzed based on their synaptic specializations and shapes of synaptic vesicles. Thirty-nine of these CTs formed a synapse with one TCN dendrite, whereas only four CTs formed synapses with two TCN dendrites. These CTs also synapsed on dendrites containing pleomorphic synaptic vesicles (presynaptic dendrites). Single CTs synapsed on 0-6 presynaptic dendrites (2.2 +/- 1.5, N = 43) through their whole extents, and about 40% of these presynaptic dendrites that were contacted by CTs established synaptic contacts with the same TCN dendrites on which the CTs synapsed. Thus, a CT, a presynaptic dendrite, and a TCN dendrite formed a triadic arrangement. Triadic arrangements were identified in approximately 60% of these 43 CTs. However, they rarely had a glomerulus-like appearance, as described previously in the ventral lateral nucleus and other main thalamic relay nuclei. In another series of 83 and 43 serial sections along dendrites of TCNs, observations were focused on the triadic arrangement. Triadic arrangements were located evenly on the primary and secondary dendrites of TCNs. Computer-assisted three-dimensional reconstructions were made on one WGA-HRP-labeled CT and two intra-axonally labeled CTs (a bouton en passant and a bouton terminal) with their surrounding neuronal elements, and complex spatial arrangement of neuronal processes became obvious. These results provide the quantitative assessment of synaptic arrangements among CTs, presynaptic dendrites, and TCN dendrites and reveal their spatial interrelations in the cat ventral lateral nucleus.